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Abstract: The crucial objective of this research is to explore the effect of 
environmental product knowledge, environmental concern, perceived 
behavioural control and perceived innovativeness on electric vehicles’ purchase 
intention and to explore the direct and indirect effect of these variables on 
customer’s purchase intention of electric vehicle. This study employed 
selective variables from two different theories namely the TBP and UTAUT to 
explore the impact accumulated by the variables on the purchase intention of 
electric vehicle. The uniqueness of this study is to consider perceived 
innovativeness along with these environmental constructs to explore the 
purchase intention of electric vehicles from a sample of 322 members of the 
public. The final outcome of this research signifies that environmental product 
knowledge has a substantial effect on EV purchase intention, perceived 
innovativeness has positive significant effect on EV purchase intention and 
environmental product knowledge on electric vehicle purchase intention is 
positively moderated by age. 
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1 Introduction 

Withering environmental continuum is one of the egregious problems faced by the 
humans, flora and fauna (Haytko and Matulich, 2008). In the meantime, several scientists 
determined the climate change as induced by humans (Cook et al., 2013). Consequently, 
the effective usage of energy consumption was encouraged by consumers’ vast 
environmental awareness (Kasulis et al., 1981). Inter alia, Paul et al. (2016) stated that 
consumers in developing countries have lesser environment concerns against the 
developed countries. Similarly, green energy consumers have greater concern towards the 
environment than the general population (Clark et al., 2003; Hansla et al., 2008). In 
addition, Ritter et al. (2015) opined that the environmental impact could be alleviated by 
the consumption of environmentally friendly products (Ritter et al., 2015). Environmental 
issues, global warming and health concerns are the significant factors that influence 
consumers to purchase green products (Do Paco and Raposo, 2009; Barber, 2010). 
Environmental concern is stated as the awareness about the environment and the 
willingness to fix environmental issues (Alibeli and Johnson, 2009). Effects of climate 
change were ameliorating, that are directly related by emission impact of the 
transportation sector (Noori et al., 2015). In future the ubiquitous and economical fuel for 
transportation is electricity (Connolly et al., 2014). Environmental pollution like CO2 
emission and consumption of fossil fuel cause adverse impact to climate change; human 
immune system and sustainable living the measure for immunity and aegis for future 
premises of humankind is perceived as electric vehicle (Neumann et al., 2010). The most 
environmentally friendly and highly potential transport technology presumed in the 
contemporary context is electric vehicle as compared to other fuel technology (Mathiesen 
and Lund, 2009) and electric vehicles stirred the global interest too (Noori et al., 2015). 
For the conservation of rare non-renewable energy sources and to reduce environmental 
impacts, electric vehicle are an amiable solution (Liu et al., 2019). India imports eighty 
per cent of its crude oil from various countries and emits cumbersome quantity of CO2 
through road transportation (Kumar et al., 2015). The demand for petroleum products is 
increasing year by year and also plays a significant role in environmental emission 
impact, all governments were positioned to take crucial arrangement over it. Global 
mobility summit had made a significant decision, to transform all public transport 
vehicles as electric by 2030 (Preetha and Poornachandran, 2019). The drive to assuage 
the environmental adversities by the government is phenomenal in recent times at the 
outset of present global scenario, inter alia electric vehicles marks as an irresistible 
solution. From various research studies, the ideal mindset of the government does not 
corroborate with the attitude and intentions of the people in the environmental pollution 
context because of various reasons. People in Asian countries like India have product 
sensitivity in nature (Anholt, 2000) in order to explore purchase intentions of customers 
towards electric vehicle, employment of the theory of planned behaviour (TBP) (Ajzen, 
1991) as explains human behaviours and intentions (Hamzah and Tanwir, 2021) have 
been used in this study. The constructs like environmental product knowledge (Maichum 
et al., 2016), environmental concern (He et al., 2018; Maichum et al., 2016; Hartmann 
and Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2012), perceived innovativeness (Shin and Hancer, 2016) and 
perceived behavioural control (Maichum et al., 2016; Hamzah and Tanwir, 2021) were 
employed to explain the purchase intention of electric vehicles individually. Similarly, 
few studies have focused on green purchase intention, consumer attributes and perception 
over electric vehicle. However, no studies have holistically considered perceived 
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innovativeness along with these environmental constructs to explore the purchase 
intention of electric vehicles. Further, the current research attempts to find the direct and 
indirect effects of perceived innovativeness on purchase intention of electric vehicles and 
adopted constructs from UTAUT as propounded by (Venkatesh et al., 2012) and TPB 
validated by Ajzen (1991) and their importance to the behavioural and purchase intention 
towards electric vehicle. 

2 Review of literature 

2.1 EV product knowledge 

Awareness attainment and collecting information about the product concerned by the 
consumers is defined as product knowledge (Brucks, 1985). Regarding purchase 
behaviour of consumers, one of the most inevitable and consistent influencing factors is 
the product knowledge (Burton et al., 2009). Product knowledge depends upon awareness 
about the product by the consumers or confidence of the consumer about the product and 
concludes that product knowledge of the consumers has a significant influence on 
purchase decision (Lin and Zhen, 2005). Previous research states that green product 
knowledge is observed as direct predictor of purchase intention of green products (Wang 
et al., 2019) and influence adaptation and evaluation of new product by the customer 
(Moreau et al., 2000). A positive interrelation of consumer’s behavioural attitude and 
intention with environmental knowledge (Arcury, 1990) and also environmental 
knowledge had a positive relation with environmental attitude of the consumers (Bang  
et al., 2000), similarly product knowledge also has a positive relationship with consumers 
intention to purchase environmentally friendly electric vehicles. As consumers are 
concerned more about their health, they show interest towards the environment (Howarth 
and Norgaard, 1995). Environmental concern consumers were seemingly less 
knowledgeable (Bang et al., 2000). Environmental concern has a weak impact on 
environmental knowledge; thus, this study attempts to explore the significance between 
EV product knowledge and environmental concern. In the TBP, perceived behavioural 
control is termed as one of the three main factors that predict behavioural intention and 
its influence on purchase intention of eco-friendly house (Wijayaningtyas et al., 2019). 
Thus, green product knowledge is explored as a predictor of eco-friendly products’ 
purchase intention, hence we attempted to explore the relationship between EV product 
knowledge and perceived behavioural control. 

Hypothesis 1 EV product knowledge has a positive significant relationship with EV 
purchase intention. 

Hypothesis 2 EV product knowledge has a significant relationship with environmental 
concern. 

Hypothesis 3 EV product knowledge has a significant relationship with perceived 
behavioural control. 
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2.2 Environmental concern 

An affective attribute that comprises’ environmental considerations and worries of the 
consumers about the environment is termed as environmental concern (Yeung, 2004). 
However, Alibeli and Johnson (2009) stated as individuals’ awareness and willingness to 
solve environmental issues. In consumer decision-making process, environmental 
concern is an important factor (Diamantopoulos et al., 2003). New vehicle technologies 
are very likely to be chosen by the consumers who have higher awareness about the 
environment that includes hybrid vehicles (Hackbarth and Madlener, 2016; Krupa et al., 
2014) and also more likely to adopt EVs (Sinnappan and Rahman, 2011). Several 
researches stated that environmental concern had a strong positive influence on consumer 
purchase intention (He et al., 2018; Hamzah and Tanwir, 2021; Ahmed et al., 2021; 
Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2012), thus environment concern has a positive 
influence on the purchase intention of electric vehicle. Prior study demonstrated positive 
influence of perceived behavioural control on purchase intention of the customers (Shin 
and Hancer, 2016), thereby we attempted to explore the relationship between 
environmental concern and perceived behavioural control. 

Hypothesis 4 Environment concern has a significant relationship with EV purchase 
intention. 

Hypothesis 5 Environment concern has a significant relationship with perceived 
behavioural control. 

2.3 Perceived behavioural control 

Perceived behavioural control is defined as the opinion of people that concerns to the 
degree of comfort or complexity in executing their behaviour of interest (Ajzen, 1991). 
Prior studies state that behavioural intention and actual behaviour are found to be 
influenced by perceived behavioural control (Schifter and Ajzen, 1985). Similarly, prior 
studies highlighted the positive effect of perceived behavioural control on purchase 
intention of consumers in purchasing hybrid vehicles (Wang et al., 2016) and significant 
impact of perceived behaviour control on green purchase intention (Hamzah and Tanwir, 
2021). The silent predictor and significant influencer of consumer’s intention to purchase 
hybrid cars is perceived behavioural control (Huang and Ge, 2019; Simsekoglu and 
Nayum, 2019; Tanwir and Hamzah, 2020). In line with the prior researchers, we intend to 
explore the relationship between perceived behaviour control and purchase intention of 
electric vehicle in Indian context. 

Hypothesis 6 Perceived behavioural control has a significant relationship with EV 
purchase intention. 

2.4 Perceived innovativeness 

New technology adaptation researchers employed perceived innovativeness as a 
significant factor (Fu and Elliott, 2013; Johnson et al., 2001; Kaplan, 2009). Perceived 
innovativeness is defined as an expectant to which the individuals suppose that the 
product possesses newness and uniqueness which is termed as the significant 
characteristic of innovation (Watchravesringkan et al., 2010). The product reflects the 
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uniqueness of the technology as indicated by Perceived innovativeness (Kleinschmidt and 
Cooper, 1991). People having high personal innovativeness prefers new products, 
technology and to seek new experience (Midgley and Dowling, 1978). Personal 
innovativeness was employed to explore its influences on online purchase intention and 
discerns the positive influence between the variables (Boyle and Ruppel, 2006) and was 
also determined as a strong predictor of omni channel purchase intention  
(Juaneda-Ayensa et al., 2016). Prior research shows the positive influence of perceived 
behavioural control on purchase intention of the customers (Shin and Hancer, 2016), 
green product knowledge influences adaptation and evaluation of new product by the 
customer. Perse, perceived innovativeness also has a significant impact on purchase 
intention, from this perspective the current research attempts to explore the significance 
between perceived innovativeness and perceived behavioural control, and perceived 
innovativeness claims to be a strong influencing variable on purchase intention of electric 
vehicles. 

Hypothesis 7 Perceived innovativeness has a significant relationship with EV purchase 
intention. 

Hypothesis 8 Perceived innovativeness has a significant relationship with perceived 
behavioural control. 

Hypothesis 9 Perceived innovativeness has a significant relationship with EV product 
knowledge. 

2.5 Moderating variable: age 

Analysis of individuals and their labeling in modern social science research considered 
age as a significant variable (Aapola, 2002). Control variable of entrepreneurial intention 
is coined as age and gender (Puni et al., 2018). Age employed as a moderating variable in 
order to find out the relationship between viral marketing and purchase intention of the 
consumers (Sawaftah et al., 2020). Thus, we attempted to find the impact of age on the 
relationship between electric vehicle purchase intention and the following hypothesis is 
framed. 

Hypothesis 10 The impact of EV purchase intention is positively moderated by age. 

3 Theoretical consideration and conceptual framework 

Research design is the formal framework that guides the researcher to accumulate 
information and analyse the obtained data to interpret for the practical implications. The 
crucial objective of this research is to explore the effect of environmental product 
knowledge, environmental concern, perceived behavioural control and perceived 
innovativeness on electric vehicles’ purchase intention and to explore the direct and 
indirect effect of these variables on customer’s purchase intention of electric vehicle. 
TPB expounds individuals’ intention to perform ameticulous behaviour, proposed by 
Ajzen. TBP was verily employed to explore the effort, willingness to try and performance 
accumulated by an individual to practice a meticulous behaviour (Ajzen and Driver, 
1992). Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) also has been 
employed to investigate the behavioural intention (Attuquayefio and Addo, 2014). It is 
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also a lens to inspect the technology adoption of an individual (Slade et al., 2014). In this 
study perceived innovativeness was employed as a mediating variable to explore the 
relationship with the purchase intention of electric vehicles. Similarly, consumers’ 
motivation to product acquirement and use are enhanced by perceived innovativeness 
(Lafferty and Goldsmith, 2004). Previous studies also have stated the positive influence 
of perceived behavioural control on purchase intention of the customers (Shin and 
Hancer, 2016). In the same way the current research employed several variables form two 
different theory namely the TBP and UTAUT to explore the impact accumulated by the 
variables on purchase intention of electric vehicle. 

Figure 1 Conceptual framework 

 

4 Methodology 

As the supreme objective of this research centrally focuses on the impact of EV product 
knowledge, environment concern, perceived behavioural control and perceived 
innovativeness on purchase intention of electric vehicle, an explanatory research design 
has been adopted. The secondary objective of this research is to discern the direct and 
indirect effects between these variables on purchase intention. Convenient sampling 
method was adopted in this study. This research has initially targeted 370 respondents 
and only 322 general public were taken as the study cases, subsequently instructed about 
the study purpose, there by several units were discarded because of the lack of knowledge 
about electric vehicles and the other sample cases were asked to fill up the structured 
questionnaire made with close ended questions. 

4.1 Questionnaire and measures 

The research questionnaire consists of two parts; the first part has been framed to explore 
the demographic details of the respondents and the second part aims to investigate the 
purchase intention of electric vehicle of the respondent. In order to explore EV purchase 
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intention five constructs were formulated with nineteen items that devise the sequel of 
purchase intention of electric vehicle. In this research, the constructs used to study the 
purchase intention of electric vehicles were adopted from prior researches, such as; EV 
product knowledge (Park and Lessig, 1981), environment concern (Fransson and Gärling, 
1999, Le Hebel et al., 2014), perceived behavioural control (Paul et al., 2016) and 
perceived innovativeness (Yang et al., 2012) and purchase intention (Barbarossa  
et al., 2015). At the same time minimal words were rephrased in order to befit to the 
present study. Seven-point Likert scale was adopted to compute the items that ranges 
between 7 – ‘strongly agree’ to 1 – ‘strongly disagree’. 

4.2 Data analysis 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), AMOS and Microsoft Excel were 
utilised for analysing and interpreting the obtained data for the research. In order to 
explore the relationship between exogenous and endogenous factors and testing 
hypothetical model, structural equation model has been used (MacCallum and Austin, 
2000). Similarly, with the use of structural equation modelling (SEM) and AMOS 
mediation and moderation analysis were done. 

5 Results 

5.1 Demographical profile 

A sample of 322 members of the public was used in this research. Gender, age, domicile 
and years of experience are taken as socio-demographic details. In this study 58.1% of 
the respondents are male and 41.9 % are female. 33.9% of the respondents are age 
between 29–39 years, 21.4% are 18–28 years of age. 38.8% of the respondents are having  
6–10 years of vehicle experience, 32.6%of respondents having 1–5 years of experience. 
46.0% of the respondents’ hail from rural areas and the remaining 54.0% are urban 
dwellers. 

5.2 Measurement model 

Initially confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used and subsequently the discriminate 
validity and reliability test were examined. Table 2 shows the loadings of the factors, all 
the loadings of the items score are above 0.76, the average variance extracted (AVE) 
scores are above 0.68, from these measures the discriminate validity threshold levels are 
clear as the maximum shared variance (MSV) and average shared variance (ASV) are 
lower than average variance extracted (AVE). The value of CR for all variables is higher 
than 0.88 which is also adequate. The Cronbach’s alpha critical level value is 0.80 and 
stated as good. Unidimensionality and lessened measuring bias are guided by goodness of 
fit suggested by Leung et al. (2012). The fit indices calculated from the measurement 
model are as follows, CMIN/DF = 2.191; GFI = 0.910; CFI = 0.961 and RMSEA = 0.61, 
these are within the recommended level (Leung et al., 2012). Similarly, the discriminate 
validity is ensured as the square root of AVEs is equal to the diagonal values in the 
correlation matrix and the diagonal value greater than the inter correlation scores. 
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Thereby, our study ensures a good level of discriminate validity which is depicted in 
Table 3. 
Table 1 Demographical profile 

Characteristics Category Frequency Percentage% 
Gender Male 187 58.1% 

Female 135 41.9% 
Domicile Rural 148 46.0% 

Urban 174 54.0% 
Age 18–28 yrs 69 21.4% 

29–39 yrs 109 33.9% 
40–50 yrs 61 18.9% 
51–60 yrs 54 16.8% 
< 60 yrs 29 9.0% 

Years of experience > 1 yr. 20 6.2% 
1–5 yrs. 105 32.6% 
6–10 yrs. 125 38.8% 

10–15 yrs. 58 18.1% 
< 15 yrs. 14 4.3% 

Total  322 100% 

Table 2 Measurement model results 

Construct Items Mean (SD) Loadings AVE, MSV 
and ASV 

Composite 
reliability 

EV product 
knowledge 

EVK 1 4.31 (1.65) .853*** 0.721, 0.479 
and 0.228 

0.912 
EVK 2 4.42 (1.48) .846*** 
EVK 3 4.32 (1.42) .876*** 
EVK 4 4.49 (1.47) .820*** 

Environmental 
concern 

EC 1 4.70 (1.34) .769*** 0.682, 0.185 
and 0.084 

0.915 
EC 2 4.63 (1.38) .854*** 
EC 3 4.63 (1.27) .827*** 
EC4 4.61 (1.35) .840*** 
EC5 4.65 (1.37) .836*** 

Perceived 
behavioural 
control 

PBC 1 4.31 (1.44) .842*** 0.694, 0.434 
and 0.191 

0.901 
PBC 2 4.19 (1.38) .859*** 
PBC 3 4.24 (1.31) .818*** 
PBC 4 4.03 (1.27) .812*** 

Personal 
innovativeness 

PI 1 4.82 (1.29) .837*** 0.709, 0.177 
and 0.063 

0.880 
PI 2 4.62 (1.41) .840*** 
PI 3 4.59 (1.36) .849*** 

EV purchase 
intention 

EVPI 1 4.64 (1.22) .812*** 0.724, 0.479 
and 0.319 

0.887 
EVPI 2 4.28 (1.24) .874*** 
EVPI 3 4.29 (1.27) .866*** 

Note: ***significant at 99% confidence level. 
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Table 3 Inter-correlation and √AVE values 

Constructs Cronbach’s α PBC EVK EC PI EVPI 

PBC 0.902 0.833     
EVK 0.860 0.523 0.849    
EC 0.834 0.161 0.345 0.826   
PI 0.926 0.171 0.203 0.077 0.842  
EVPI 0.874 0.659 0.692 0.430 0.421 0.851 

Notes: The diagonal values represent the √AVE. 
PBC – perceived behavioural control; EVK – electric vehicle product knowledge; 
EC – environmental concern; PI – personal innovativeness; EVPI – electric 
vehicle purchase intention. 

5.3 Common method bias 

In order to ensure the study measures whether free from common method bias, 
exploratory factor analysis was performed and the first factor gains 37.7% which is lesser 
than threshold value 50%and confirms the study free from common method bias (CMB) 
issues (Wilson et al., 2016). 

5.4 Structural model evaluation 

Fit indices from the SEM analysis are CMIN/DF = 2.176 (ideal value < 3.00);  
NFI = 0.931 (ideal value > 0.90); AGFI = 0.881 (ideal value > 0.90); CFI = 0.961  
(ideal value > 0.90); GFI = 0.903 (ideal value > 0.90); and RMSEA = 0.061 (ideal value 
< 0.08), fit indices values that are obtained from this research are corroborate with the 
results of Hair et al. (2014). Table 4 presents the path co-efficient analysis of the 
proposed hypothetical model. Environmental product knowledge has a substantial effect 
on EV purchase intention (β = 0.356; p < 0.001) thus H1 was supported. The significance 
between environmental product knowledge and environment concern was positively 
indicated (β = 0.345; p < 0.001) thus H2 got supported. The significance between electric 
vehicle product knowledge and perceived behaviour control was positively indicated  
(β = 0.517; p < 0.001) thus H3 was supported and there is a positive significance between 
environment concern and EV purchase intention (β = 0.224; p < 0.001) thus H4 got 
accepted. The significance between environment concern and perceived behaviour 
control was found to be positively significant (β = 0.230; p < 0.001) thus H5 got 
supported and there was a positive significance between perceived behaviour control and 
EV purchase intention (β = 0.392; p < 0.001) thus H6 got supported. Perceived 
innovativeness has positive significant effect on EV purchase intention (β = 0.265;  
p < 0.001) and a positive significant effect on perceived behaviour control  
(β = 0.670; p < 0.001) thus H7 and H8 got accepted. Further, significance between 
perceived innovativeness and electric vehicle product knowledge was found (β = 0.203;  
p < 0.001) thereby, H9 got accepted. 
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Table 4 Results of hypotheses testing 

Endogenous constructs Exogenous constructs Standardised estimates R2 
EC EVK .345*** .119 
PI EVK .203*** 0.41 
PBC EVK .517*** .279 
PBC EC .230***  
PBC PI .067***  
EVPI EVK .356*** .712 
EVPI EC .224***  
EVPI PI .265***  
EVPI PBC .392***  

Note: *** denotes p < 0.001; ** denotes p < 0.005; ns denotes values not significant. 

5.5 Analysing the direct and indirect effects 

This research study attempts to find out the direct and indirect effect of perceived 
usefulness and hedonic motivation on entrepreneurial intention by using structural 
equation model with bootstrapped samples of 3,000 at 95 % significance level suggested 
by Richter et al. (2016). From the testing the direct and indirect effect of electric vehicle 
product knowledge on perceived behaviour control and perceived innovativeness towards 
electric vehicle purchase intention, results states that perceived behaviour control and 
purchase intention has a positive direct effect and did not have positive indirect effect 
through electric vehicle product knowledge. The another finding shows the effects 
between perceived innovativeness and purchase intention through electric vehicle product 
knowledge and mentions a positive impact direct and indirect effect on purchase 
intention. However, this research found that perceived behaviour control did not have 
indirect effect on the purchase intention of electric vehicles, rather perceived 
innovativeness positively influences electric vehicles’ purchase intention through electric 
vehicle product knowledge. 

Figure 2 Direct and indirect effect 
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Table 5 Results of mediation analysis 

 Effects Effects of PBC on 
EVPI mediated 

Effects of PI on  
EVPI 

Environmental 
product 
knowledge 

Total effects (std. error, 
lower bound, upper bound) 

0.273*** 
(0.086, 0.410, 0.083) 

0.428***  
(0.072, 0.546, 0.245) 

Direct effect (std. error, 
lower bound, upper bound) 

0.057**  
(0.087, 0.398, 0.059) 

0.372***  
(0.076, 0.523, 0.213) 

Indirect effect (std. error, 
lower bound, upper bound) 

0.012ns 
(0.016, 0.076, –0.003) 

0.036**  
(0.03, 0.086, 0.002) 

Notes: *** denotes significant at 99% confidence level and ** denotes significant at 95% 
confidence level; n = 400; bootstrap iterations = 3,000. 
PBC – perceived behavioural control; EVK – EV product knowledge;  
PI – Personal innovativeness; EVPI – EV purchase intention 

5.6 Analysing the moderating influence of age 

This research study attempts to identify moderating influence of age. Adapting electric 
vehicle product knowledge as independent variable, electric vehicle purchase intention as 
dependent variable and the moderating variable as age. Figure 3 represents that age as 
moderator of electric vehicle product knowledge and electric vehicle purchase intention, 
from the research findings it is found that age positively strengthens the relation between 
environmental product knowledge and electric vehicle purchase intention (β= 0.432;  
p < 0.001). Thus, the impact of environmental product knowledge on electric vehicle 
purchase intention is positively moderated by age, whereby the H10 was supported. 

Figure 3 Moderating influence of age 
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Figure 4 Moderation effect of age 

 

 

6 Discussion 

Main objective of this research is focused on the effect of electric vehicle product 
knowledge, environmental concern, perceived behavioural control and perceived 
innovativeness on electric vehicles purchase intention and to explore the direct and 
indirect effect of these variables on customer’s purchase intention of electric vehicle. 
From the findings electric vehicle product knowledge has a substantial effect on EV 
purchase intention and supports the results of the prior research (e.g., Lin and Zhen, 
2005; Wang et al., 2019). Electric vehicle product knowledge showed a positive effect on 
perceived behavioural control and also demonstrated a significant impact on environment 
concern that further supports the findings of prior research (Bang et al., 2000). Perceived 
behavioural control also showed a significant relationship with environmental concern 
and a positive significant relationship was witnessed between perceived behavioural 
control and EV purchase intention and contradicts the results of He et al. (2018) and 
Hamzah and Tanwir (2021). Further, the perceived innovativeness has positive 
significant effect on EV purchase intention (Boyle and Ruppel, 2006; Juaneda-Ayensa  
et al., 2016) and positive significant effect on perceived behavioural control and electric 
vehicle product knowledge. Finally, the study showed a positive moderating influence of 
age on electric vehicle product knowledge to explain the electric vehicle purchase 
intention. 
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6.1 Theoretical contribution 

This empirical paper inherited two different theories and their importance to the 
behavioural and purchase intention towards electric vehicle. Numerous researches had 
explored the theory of planned behaviour, however this research makes a contribution to 
the theory by exploring the factors like electric vehicle product knowledge, 
environmental concern and perceived behavioural control on the purchase intention of 
electric vehicles. From unified theory of acceptance and use of technology, perceived 
innovativeness was taken for this research and shows a positive impact on the purchase 
intention of the consumers towards electric vehicle. The major theoretical contribution of 
this research is the exploration of the significance of perceived innovativeness along with 
the environmental constructs, to explain the purchase intention of electric vehicles and 
grouping of these major theories and their significance between the variables that 
contribute significantly to the purchase intention of electric vehicles. 

6.2 Limitation and future scope 

In order to attain better results similar with the opinion of the prior researchers the sample 
size would have been taken more with an outreach of different varieties of study cases 
from different geographical locations. The other limitation that this study points out is the 
exclusion of the demographic factor like; family’s economic status of the study cases, as 
it is supposed by the researcher that it would offer precise results. Limited variables taken 
from TBP and UTAUT theory would further lead future researchers to study the better 
prediction effect of the purchase intention of electric vehicles. 

7 Conclusions 

Humankind is the cause and sufferer of environmental problems. As the needs and 
requirements of humans increase due to numerous modern sophistication and 
requirements, consequences of modern requirements, modern environmental hazards 
have emerged as an inevitable problem to the humankind. To suspend this environmental 
imbalance, innovation is the key element for sustainable growth to green environment. 
Emission of fossil fuels turns to be major factor in global climatical change and also 
expensive commodity in various under developing countries, to resolve the hazards 
caused by fossil fuel emission, electric vehicle is the ideal solution. In the current context 
the global economy needs technology that not only satisfies the needs of the consumer, it 
needs to protect the environment and enrich the natural resources. For a sustainable green 
environment individuals have to pay for their madness that highly affects peaceful 
environment. Environment is in the verge of losing its normality and is verily in the 
hands of government and the people to protect it. This study exposes the purchase 
intention of electric vehicle in view of the behavioural aspects and the results of this 
study explores the respondents’ mindset and effect of various factors like electric vehicle 
product knowledge, environmental concern, perceived behavioural control and perceived 
innovativeness on the electric vehicles’ purchase intention. The findings contribute 
significantly the behavioural aspects that directly impact in the consumers approaching 
towards new innovative products and purchase intention towards electric vehicle. 
Uniqueness of this research is that combination of two different theories sails towards the 
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purchase intention, explores the direct and indirect effect of these variables on customer’s 
purchase intention of electric vehicle, moderating influence of age substantiating the 
results of previous research in the domain of consumers attribute towards electric vehicle. 
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